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Single-Phase PFC for Three-Phase Wind Generator,
a Modular Approach.
Abstract. To adapt a 3-phase wind alternator to a variable DC-bus, a modular solution based on single-phase Boost-based PFC’s is proposed.
Nevertheless, oost modules must be adapted to operate with non-isolated sources, like 3-4 wire, 3-phase generators. Magnetic coupling is
introduced to enhance the isolation among phases, reducing also converter losses and size. Sliding mode approach has been applied to verify that
independent regulation of all phase modules was possible. To confirm the theoretical analysis A 1.5 kW prototype was built for verification.
Streszczenie. W artykule zaproponowano układ modułowy do sprzęgania generatora wiatrowego z regulowanym obwodem prądu stałego oparty na
jednofazowym układzie korekcji współczynnika mocy typu boost PFC. Układ boost został zaadoptowany do pracy ze źródłami nieizolowanymi takimi
jak trzy- i czteroprzewodowe generatory trójfazowe. Zaprezentowano sprzężenie magnetyczne poprawiające izolację międzyfazową redukującą
także straty w przekształtniku oraz jego wymiary. Zastosowano sterowanie ślizgowe w celu wykazania możliwości niezależnego sterowania we
wszystkich fazach. Zbudowano prototyp o mocy 1,5 kW do weryfikacji eksperymentalnej wyników analiz teoretycznych.(Jednofazowy układ PFC
do trójfazowych generatorów wiatrowych, rozwiązanie modułowe)
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Introduction
Greenhouse emissions can be significantly reduced
using small renewable generation sources. Energy
production optimization requires improvements in
generators, conversion stages, and transport networks.
Distributed generation system (DGs) development can
contribute to generate electricity with lower transport losses
and low pollution.
Nevertheless, the main interest of DGS’s is to improve
the distribution efficiency approaching generation sites to
the consumption centers. In this context, big power plants
far from consumers imply excessive transport costs, so
DGS are oriented to low power production centers,
frequently based on renewable energies.
Common renewable-based systems considering the
electrical grid an infinite sink, have a grid penetration limit
around 25%, because can cause grid instability. Today,
small DGS normally include storage devices and different
energy sources to create an energy reservoir. As a result,
these systems can implement now, active grid-cooperation
promoting their expansion [1].
A distributed generation system is under development in
our laboratory, see Fig. 1. A variable voltage DC Bus, (270370 V) is the system core.
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Fig.1. GAEI Laboratory DC-Microgrid

The use of a DC-micogrid, as shown in Fig. 1, allows
manage many sources with only a 6 kW inverter and a
single grid connection point (PCC). All the generators,
storage elements, and loads are connected to the DC-bus
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through an adaptor circuit [2]. This adaptor can make many
different functions depending on the bus architecture.
To design adaptors, modularity and redundancy concept
for DC-microgrid, can help to simplify the integration of
many sources [3]. To integrate diverse elements to the
small-grid, adaptors design can be a very complicated
issue, specifically for three-phase power sources.
PFC analysis
Design of high efficiency PFC converters with reduced
harmonic content, low EMI, cost, and size continues to be
an interesting research subject. Many different PFC
approaches assuring a good sinusoidal input current and
output voltage regulation can be found in the literature.
Boost converter derived topologies are widely used at
PFC applications. For three-phase system, due its good
performances, six-switch and Vienna rectifiers are very
common. However, for modular approaches, only the
Vienna rectifier is considered as modular single-phase PFC.
Different types of Vienna rectifiers can be found. This
rectifier does not require a large capacitance and the
switches are subject to only 50% of the high bus voltage,
reducing the stress. Despite this advantages, the control of
Vienna rectifier is still complex [4-5].
As modular topology, single-phase PFC rectifier is the
most common circuit used for many authors in both,
telecommunication and power electronics. The single-phase
rectifier is more and more popular, due the modularity and
easy implementation without complex control scheme. This
design complies with two important advantages, good
shape input-currents and several harmonics standards.
The main problem of single-phase PFC rectifier appears
when input sources are not floating, as three-phase
conventional 3-4 wire generator. The direct connection of
the PFC outputs through a common DC-link capacitor
implies interaction among the stages, unbalancing the
system.
Commonly, each single-phase PFC is followed by a
dc/dc converter with insulation transformer, shown in Fig. 2.
This solution decouples each unit, and can work also with
unbalanced main sources and distorted input current.
Although, this solution keeps the system balance avoiding
the interaction among the stages, reduces the converter
efficiency due the high number of semiconductors and the
transformer leakage losses. Different control techniques
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was been developed to increase the efficiency, but imply
complex control schemes [4-6-7].
References [7-8] propose a second solution to improve
isolation among stages. Although in this case, Boost
converter topology is retained, and the diode and the
inductor, are both split, as explained in the next section.
The work presented in this paper continues that
research work, improving the isolation performance using
coupled inductors.

when both switches are in the OFF-state. This case is
shown at Fig. 3b. In this moment, B node is still more
negative than N1 wire, diodes D4 and D1b are blocked, and
the current of the upper stage returns through the second
converter again. To solve that, a second inductor L1b is
placed between the active switch and D4, forcing the
conduction of diode D1b, see Fig. 3c.
If these two corrections are applied to all boost
inductors, and freewheeling diodes, each input current
should return through its own stage, balancing theoretically
the system [7-8].

Fig.2. Single-phase rectifier with isolated DC/DC converter

Circuit Development
In the previous section, a modification of a common
boost to keep the input phases balanced is mentioned. In
this section, we explain the interaction problem appearing in
the modular PFC when the single-phase modules are
connected to a 3-4 wire 3-phase generator, instead of being
connected to three floating generator (six-wire connection).
Next, the solutions found in the literature are discussed, and
after, the improvements proposed in this work are clearly
presented. An experimental 1.5 kW prototype, presented in
Section V, will prove the system performances.

Fig.3. Single-Phase PFC converter, (a) Common Boost. (b) Boost
with diode split. (c) Boost with diode and inductor split

Previous System
The interaction problems can be easily understood
analyzing the circuits shown in Fig. 3. Here, for three-phase
four-wire input system, three single-phase PFC rectifiers
are connected to the same output DC-link capacitor without
isolation. A partial solution to this problem implies various
steps. First, the diode must be split, and then the same
applies to the inductor.
To simplify the explanation, only two of the three singlephase PFC rectifiers are considered, see Fig 3a. In this
circuit, any switches combination can be made. To analyze
the circuit, let’s consider a case where the voltage phases
have opposite sign (e1>0 and e2<0) and both switches are
in the ON state. In this moment, node B (fig. 3) is more
negative than e1 neutral wire (N1), because e2 has a
negative voltage. This blocks D4 diode in the upper stage,
and then, the upper converter current goes through the
second converter.
This first interaction problem can be partially solved
inserting a second freewheeling diode D1b as can be seen
in Fig. 3b. As this diode is reverse biased, the current
cannot go through the second converter, and goes through
the first one.
Until now, we have solved the interaction problem while
the mosfets are both at ON-state. Next case to examine is

Final Proposed circuit
To enhance the effect of the split inductor, we propose
to couple the original boost inductor and the second one, as
can be seen in the single-phase boost circuit in Fig.4. With
the coupled inductor, current ripple, cost, and weight can be
reduced. Besides, there is a transformer effect, forcing the
system to keep balanced.
Coupled inductors have an important role in power
converters. Many authors used coupled inductors to correct
non-minimum phase response in the boost cell and similar
converters [9-10].
Others [11-12] used inductor coupling to get ideal zero
current-ripple in some DC-DC converters. In fact, the
induced voltage effect caused a significant ripple reduction,
being the ripple slope is related to the coupling factor K
value. Ripple reduction has also other positive effects like
EMI reduction. Higher efficiency can also be achieved
because the number of magnetic cores is halved. Besides,
due to a reduced ripple, the RMS values of the currents
decreases, and then the conduction losses. Nevertheless,
our system is not working at fixed frequency, because the
control-loop is based on sliding mode approach. In that
case, ripple is determined by the hysteresis band controller,
so instead of ripple amplitude reduction, the main effect of
coupling is switching frequency reduction.
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As presented in the next section, if coupling is perfect
and both inductors are equal, the equivalent input
inductance is increased by a factor 4. Therefore, in our
case, the switching losses are divided also by four.
On other hand, under the same hypothesis, the coupled
inductors behave like a transformer with a turns ratio of 1.
This means that both inductor currents iLA and iLb, have to
be equal, enhancing the balancing effect of the previously
explained split or second inductor.

Fig.6. Circuital scheme of Single Phase Converter with coupled
inductor. (a) On State (b) OFF State

Full Circuit Analysis
Considering the full circuit of fig. 5, the three switches
are controlled independently, and eight possible switching
states can appear. The control signals of switches Q1, Q2,
Q3, are respectively ua, ub, uc , where {ua, ub, uc}={0,1}.
After analyzing the eight circuit topologies, it has been
found that the dynamic matrix Aabc depends on the circuit
topology, but the excitation matrix is always the same. The
state vector is given as (3), equation (4) describes each
topology, and (5) gives the values of Aabc and B.
Fig.4. Single-Phase three-phase PFC converter proposed circuit

Circuit Analysis and Control
Circuit in Fig.4 has three boost cells connected in
parallel, sharing the output capacitor. Interaction among
stages has been apparently solved but, dynamic responses
of each converter could be coupled through the output
common capacitor. In this section we will prove that
independent phase control is possible even sharing the
output capacitor. Therefore single phase analysis could be
sufficient to describe the circuit operation.
Single-Phase Circuit State-space Model
Fig.5 shows the electrical model of two coils
magnetically coupled. The boost converter is a variable
structure system, where the switch action distinguishes two
circuit topologies, as shown in fig. 7a to 7c. For control
purposes, a binary signal u(t)={0,1} is used to indicate each
topology, where ON topology is associated to u(t)=1.

(3)

X T  iL1 , iL2 , iL3 , VC 

(4)

X  A abc  X  B

o

(5)

Aabc

di1
di
M  2
dt
dt
di2
di
V2  L2 
M  1
dt
dt
Fig.5. Electrical Model of Coupled inductor

In the circuits of Fig.6a to 6c, Vb is the DC-Bus voltage,
the input generator and the full-bridge are replaced by a
voltage source V1, and finally Rb, L1 and C are the
remaining circuit parameters, where L1=L1A=L1B. According
to the circuit topologies, the state equations are:
o
0   iL   V1 4 L1 
0
X ON  
   

0  1 RbC  vc  Vb RbC 

(2)

o
 0
X OFF  
1 C
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By multiplying each topology equation by its activation
ffunction, a converter full-time model can be found.

V1  L1 

(1)

T

(6)

o
 X
o
  X
o
  X
o
  X
o
  X
o
  X
o
  X
o
  X


  A000  x  B    1  ua   1  ub   1  uc 


  A001  x  B    1  ua   1  ub   uc


  A010  x  B    1  ua   ub  1  uc 

  A011  x  B    1  ua   ub  uc


  A100  x  B    ua  1  ub   1  uc 

  A101  x  B    ua  1  ub   uc


  A110  x  B    ua  ub  1  uc 

  A111  x  B    ua  ub  uc

o

X  f  X   g a  X   ua  g b  X   u b  g c  X   u c
where f(X), ga(X), gb(X), and gc(X) are given by (7)
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f  X   A000 X  B

(7)

g a  X    A100  A000  ·X

g b  X    A010  A000  ·X
g c  X    A001  A000  ·X

After analyzing the model, it can be easily deduced that
we have a bilinear system with three control inputs, where
each current is affected only by the respective control input,
whereas the capacitor voltage is affected by the three.

µF. The DC-Bus circuit can be appreciated in Fig.7. The
bus is supplied from two power-supplies, connected in
series, with the output current limited to 20 A. The first one
gives 270 V, and the second, the remaining voltage. A
blocking diode avoids inverse currents to the powersupplies that may cause their destruction. The bus has a
load of RL=60 , this means 1.7 kW or 5.33 A at 320 V, an
impedance of Rb=50 m, and finally a capacitor bank of
Cb=28,200 µF.

Sliding Mode Control Law
To assure unity power factor, LFR concept is used.
According to that, the generator will see the converter like
three resistors, one per phase, and each input current must
be in phase with the corresponding input voltage.
(8)

S  X   iL1  g1V1 , iL2  g 2V2 , iL3  g3V3 , 0   0

The equivalent control is obtained in (9). Considering
the system matrices, the equivalent control is given by (10)
where all the transversality conditions are satisfied.
o

(9)

(10)



o

S   S  X   X   S  f  X   g a  X   ua  

(12)



 V
V 
V
ueq  1  1 , 1  2 , 1  3 
VC
VC 
 VC


 iL1  g1 V1 , iL2  g 2 V2 , iL3  g3 V3

 o
2
2
2
 V C  g1 V1  g 2 V2  g 3 V3  Vb  VC
CVC
RbC

VC*  Rb  0   Vb
VC* Vb  0  



Rb g1V12  g 2V22  g3V32



By linearizing capacitor dynamics around the equilibrium
point, the local stability can be easily verified. There is a first
order pole placed in the left-side of the s-plane

(13)

Photograph in Fig.8 depicts the prototype, the DC-Bus,
and the Work-Bench made with a Whisper 200 alternator,
an induction machine, and a variable frequency inverter.

  g b  X   u b  g c  X   uc  0

The ideal sliding dynamics (11) is obtained considering
the surface constraints and substituting the equivalent
control in the bilinear expression (6) [13]. Realize that the
capacitor voltage dynamics is non linear, and the system
dynamics is reduced from four to first order.
From the equilibrium point, at zero bus impedance
Rb=0, the capacitor and the bus voltage are the same. If
there is no DC-Bus (Vb=0), all the generated power is
delivered directly to the “converter load” Rb, and the sliding
motions only will exists while VC>max(V1,V2,V3).

(11)

Fig.7. Converter Connection with Test DC-Bus

 g V 2  g 2 V22  g3 V32
1 
s   1 1


*2
CVC
RbC 


Experimental Results
To match a 3-phase wind generator with the microgrid
DC voltage, 270 V<Vb<370 V, a prototype has been
developed. The passive components are L=150 µH, C=33

Fig.8. Prototype, DC-Bus and Wind-Bench

Two different experiments have been carried out. During
first experiment, shown at Fig.9a-9b, 1.4 kW are delivered
to the DC-Bus with a steady voltage of Vb=320 V. During
second experiment, depicted in Fig. 10c, the DC-Bus
changes slowly, during 75ms, from Vb=285 V to Vb=355 V.
In the first experiment, when the wind generator is
stopped, the power-supply feeds the load, delivering 5.32 A
at 320 V. When the generator begins to turn, the current
given by the power supplies progressively decreases, until
a minimum value of 1.2 A is reached. At this point, the
power injected to the microgrid is slightly over 1.3 kW.
As can be seen at Fig.9a, the input currents have a
good sinuousidal shape. There are slight differences in
amplitude, due to small differences in conductance g1, g2, g3
values.
In oscilloscope caption of Fig.9b, we can appreciate one
of the inductor currents IL, as well as its reference signal,
that is proportional, to the rectified input voltage. Inductor
ripple current is negligible because the oscilloscope is
working in the “Average” mode.
The transient experiment is shown at Fig.9c. The bus
voltage slope during the transient, is defined by the
capacitor bank Cb and the maximum available current, 20 A.
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Fig.9a. Steady Bus Experiment

Fig.9b. IL and Vref Details, Steady Bus

As the converter presented in this work should perform
like a power source, if the bus voltage increases, the
current injected in the bus must decrease, and the
converter power would remain unchanged. Therefore, the
converter input currents should remain constant for any bus
voltage. The caption at Fig.9c shows a good agreement
between practical results and theoretical hypothesis, as the
converter input currents remain practically constant.
Conclusions
In this work, three-phase modular PFC’s developed from
single-phase boost PFC circuits are investigated.
When a single-phase boost PFC is connected in a polyphase system without isolation either at the input, or at the
output, balancing problems among input currents appear.
To avoid these undesired interactions, diverse
techniques can be found in the literature. Magnetic coupling
has been introduced to enhance the isolation among
phases, mainly due to the transformer effect, forcing the
input and output wire currents to be equal. Besides,
magnetic coupling incorporates also other improvements
like losses, cost, and weight reduction. Namely, the number
of magnetic cores can be halved if compared to previous
approaches.
To assure good sinusoidal waveforms, sliding mode
control and Loss-Free Resistor concepts have been
considered. Good experimental waveforms corroborated
our analysis.
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